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nearly life-size. The male figure is that of Waisrama,
the king of the Yakshas, and the inscription records that
it was the gift of lay-brother Buddha Ralwhita of Satu-
padana. The head-dress and perforation of the ears art*
worthy of carefid notice. The figure, 4 feet 5 inch high,
stands on the head and shoulders of a dwarfed human
monster. The female figure is that of "the Yakhini Chan-
dra, " who in company with Waisiavana was entrusted
with a sharp look out over the northern quarter of Maha
Meru. Students of the history of human vanities,\vill take
note that the arrangement of the lady's hair suggested
to Dr. Anderson the reflection *" that cushions and othep
contrivances, not unknown to the fair sex of the present
day" were in vogue two thousand years ago. He will
also note " the little rosettes of gold tinsel that are worn
on the forehead of native women at the present day. "5
The jewellery, necklaces, etc., with which this semi-nude
figure is decked render this particular figure a museum in
itself. She stands on the head of a monster half fish and
half-goat. The male figure holding a lotus in his left
hand is the Yaksha Ajakalaka.
In examining this pillar we have strayed round to the
other side of the railing: turning round again, we glance
at the medallions,on the suchi. That on the llth cross-
bar gives us a picture, which we can see in real life to
day in the United Provinces of a cart with its draught
oxen and driver. The medallion on the 12th cross-bar is
chiefly remarkable, in that the physiognomy of the person
represented is so contrasted with that depicted elsewhere
•in the remains of the railing.
The sixth pillar we have passed over as of subordinate
interest: the seventh, however, is of great importance, as
it represents the re-incarnation of the Buddha. To
appreciate this pillar is to appreciate the essence of Bud-
dhism. The sculpture represents the dream of Maha
Maya, the mother of the future Buddha. She is lying on
her couch and three attendants are in her room: the
future Buddha appears as a white elephant. The story
of Maya's dream is strikingly represented in a bas-relief
from Amravati, which will be found in the Indo-Scythian
(A. 1). Jt may, perhaps, be pointed out

